Abstract. We present experimental results supporting physics based ejecta model development, where we assume ejecta form as a special limiting case of a Richtmyer-Meshkov (RM) instability with Atwood number A = -I. We present and use data to test established RM spike and bubble growth rate theory through application of modern laser Doppler velocimetry techniques applied in a novel manner to coincidentally measure bubble and spike velocities from shocked metals. We also explore the link of ejecta formation from a solid material to its plastic flow stress at high-strain rates (l07/s) and high strains (700%).
INTRODUCTION
Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) is actively engaged in development and implementation of ejecta source and transport models. The effort combines theory with experimental flyer-plate and high-explosive (HE) driven ejecta measurements (see [I , 2, 3] ), including measurements presented here from surfaces with larger scale perturbations that permit the study of ejecta physics with dynamic penetrating proton radiography (pRad).
There are at least two approaches to modeling ejecta dynamics. One technique measures total massvelocity distributions from a variety of surface finishes across a spectrum of shock breakout pressures, PSB. Those source measurements can be inserted into a hydrodynamic-code that adds the measured source into the hydrodynamics when some critical condition is exceeded. Another approach is to characterize materials according to their dynamic material properties and sensitivities to the initial drive conditions. Assuming a robust physics based model can be developed for a spectrum of interesting metals, then the parameter space of variables can be reduced. At a minimum, such a model will accurately predict the total ejected mass and its velocity distribution based on the material and the geometry of the surface perturbations. It is this approach we are pursuing.
THEORETICAL MOTIVATION
We explore ejecta physics around three features : total mass ejected, ejecta mass velocity distributions, and driving conditions under which ejecta do or do not form . The first two criteria link to a liquid RM instability model, while the final criterion links unstable plastic flow to material strength.
Consider the first two criteria, for A = -I for metals that liquefy on shock or shock release, where a shockwave is driven through a metal into sinusoidal perturbations at the metal-vacuum interface. When the shockwave arrives at the metal-vacuum interface it first releases to zero-pressure at the perturbation minimums and reflects as a rarefaction into the metal. A brief time later the shockwave releases to zeropressure at the perturbation maximum in the same manner. Under these conditions, strains produced by the shockwave and perturbation interactions causes the perturbation minimums to compress, invert, and then grow in tension as RM instabilities (spikes) . The perturbation maximums also invert, forming bubbles that unstably grow into the metal to support spike growth. In this picture, bubbles and spikes refer to peak penetration depths on the two opposite sides of the "free-surface," which we define as the initial zero amplitude of the sinusoidal perturbations, e.g. , 1J (x ) = 1Jo sin(kx), where the wavenumber k = 21r/ It, It is the wavelength, x is the planar (xz) dimension parallel to the "free-surface" and incident shockwave, and 1Jo is the initial perturbation amplitude oriented orthogonal to the xz-plane. In this geometry we take 1J(x,t) positive into the metal, and -1J(x,t) into the vacuum, and we define ryb ,s (x , t) as the velocities of the bubbles (spikes) relative to the free surface velocity ufs -in the laboratory frame we directly measure with laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV, [4] ) u.r." u'b = ufs -iJb, and u";' = ufs + IryS I. And we describe the extremely short, early time evolution of the perturbations as they compress during the inversion process with linear theory developed in [5] . For the subsequent period of substantial growth we use a nonlinear model developed in [6] .
Setting g = 1Jok = 0 in Eq . 5a in [6] , with some work, permits the approximation of the asymptotic RM spike velocity from Eq. 36 in [7] as 1J s --> -00:
This approximation gives the maximum velocity attainable by the spikes in thi s model.
The approximate bubble velocity is Eq. 17 in [6] 2 · b 2
. b 1Jo
This asymptotic limit applies at very late times and is independent of the initial perturbation amplitudes. Equations I and 2 require the initial growth rates ryg's. As shown in [5] , for shockwave driven incompressible linear instability growth (1Jok « I)
This result is modified by two effects: compressibility and nonlinearity. For A = -1 Meyer and Blewett [8] found the compressibility factor to be:
where Ush is the shock velocity in the material at PSB, and for linear amplitudes the bubble and spike compression factors are equivalent: Fcmp == F:';'~.
Reference [9] addresses the nonlinear growth regime through simulations, and [10] provides a nonlinear factor as a fit to the spike simulations in [9] :
A fit to the bubble simulations gives a bubble factor:
Assuming that the effects of compressibility and nonlinearity act independently we obtain
The third criterion evaluates whether ejecta formation is more fundamental than a simple link to the material phase at the time of shock or shock release at the metal-vacuum interface. That is, are the criteria of ejecta formation fundamentally linked to basic material properties? such as material strength at the strains and strain rates in the material as experienced in the interaction of shock induced stresses and the perturbation geometry? If correct ejecta can form when the metal is solid on shock and release. This hypothesis centers on a result in [II] where a model to evaluate the elastic-perfectly plastic yield Y of a material is developed. In where G is the shear modulus; in practice Y must be the mean flow stress of the material at high strains and high strain rates, and we presume that Fcmp and F~'s absorb into the scaling parameter, 0.29.
APPROACH, DATA AND DISCUSSION
In designing packages that addressed the full set of needs we settled on use of a P076 driver (76 mm diameter HE lens) and we utilized two different HE boosters: Calcitol for the Sn experiments, and PBX 9501 for the Cu experiment. The final geometries are similar to the design seen in Fig. I , which incorporates momentum trapping concepts (see [12] ) . Figure 2 shows one late time x 3 magnified image from two of three When a shocked metal is liquid on shock orre\ease the velocimetry is generally unremarkable. This is observed in liquid release states where the freesurface velocity is seen to jump from zero to U I s and hold steady: it is liquid and retains no significant residual material strength. Because the Sn experiment was shocked to PS B » 19.5 GPa, the Sn velocimetry falls within this category: an unremarkable result showing only asymptotic bubble, spike, and free-surface velocities -Ub, u';' , and uis (see [14] The Cu ve\ocimetry, also presented in Table I , is more interesting because the Cu remains solid, and it is expected that at least one perturbation region will exhibit unconstrained growth of solid material, one region will exhibit no growth, while at least one region will exhibit growth and arrest. The Cu velocimetry showed that the largest 1Jok = 1.5 spikes grew unconstrained, the 1Jok = 0.75 spikes accelerated to a high velocity and then decelerated to a lower asymptotic velocity U';' = Const > U j > u Is (u j is the maximum measured uis which is > uIs of the solid Cu). From the ing for work hardening, strain rate sensitivity, and temperature dependence must be derived for A = -I .
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